IMPLICATIONS OF THE

COVID-19

PANDEMIC ON

NATIONAL SECURITY

The University of North Georgia Institute for Leadership and Strategic Studies, the Army
Strategist Association, and the U.S. Army War College Strategic Studies Institute present

Implications of the COVID-19 Pandemic on National Security
Date: April 7-8, 2021

Location: Virtual or in person on UNG’s Dahlonega Campus Convocation Center
The novel coronavirus (COVID-19)
global pandemic posed new strategic
challenges within the political, military,
economic, social, infrastructure,
information (PMESII), and intelligence
domains of nation-states. To analyze the
implications of the pandemic’s impact
on these domains and to explore their
implications on national security the
Institute for Leadership and Strategic
Studies, the College of Arts and Letters,
UNG Press, the Army Strategist
Association, and the Army War College
Strategic Studies Institute are pleased
to announce a symposium on the topic
for the purpose of contributing to the
scholarly discussion of this complex
and strategically challenging issue.
Symposium format. The symposium
will consist of a series of speakers
and panels on 7 and 8 April as well as
undergraduate student presentations
on the afternoon of 8 April.
Writing contest. A writing contest
will be held in conjunction with the
symposium and judged by PhD professors
at the University of North Georgia.
Cash honoraria will be awarded to the
winning author and two runners-up.
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Registration opens in early
February 2021.
For details, go to our web site
go.ung.edu/symposium
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